A new method for monitoring abnormal muscle response in hemifacial spasm: A prospective study.
To examine a new abnormal muscle response (AMR) monitoring method during microvascular decompression (MVD) for hemifacial spasm. 486 patients with hemifacial spasm were monitored for an AMR during MVD with a new method involving preoperative mapping and intraoperative centrifugal stimulation of the facial nerve. For the last 62 patients, we performed the AMR monitoring using both, the new and conventional methods simultaneously. Preoperative facial nerve mapping showed that the maximal AMR was detected most frequently (66.9%) at the "F" location (the direction towards the frontalis muscle). An intraoperative AMR was observed in 86.2% of the patients, which disappeared after MVD in 96.4% of the patients. A comparison of the new and conventional methods respectively showed that AMR disappearance after MVD was observed in 98.2% and 61.8% of the patients, no AMR in 0% and 9.1%, and persistent AMR after MVD in 1.8% and 29.1%. The new AMR monitoring method demonstrated greater AMR monitoring efficacy and supports the finding that disappearance of an AMR is a good indicator of effective decompression during MVD surgery. Preoperative mapping and intraoperative centrifugal stimulation of the facial nerve during MVD surgery in HFS patients showed greater efficacy of AMR monitoring.